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AMERICAN AND ENGLISH 

FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS 

Property of 

LEON DAVID 

Sold by His Order Due to Termination of 
Business at 80 Charles Street, Boston 

Because of Illness 

American and English furniture, chiefly 
mahogany pieces of the XVIII and early XIX 
century in an excellent assortment notable 
for the number of diverse chairs and small 
tables. Armchairs, upholstered chairs and 
side chairs, listed singly and in sets, include 
Sheraton, Chippendale and Hepplewhite 
chairs, some handsomely carved. Among the 
small tables, Sheraton, Phyfe and Chippen- 
dale examples. The American furniture. 
mainly of New England origin, includes fine 
Massachusetts inlaid secretaries, card tables 
and bureaus; Rhode Island mahogany desks 
and highboys; Philadelphia and New Jersey 
pieces. About forty percent of the furniture 
is English of the same period. Among the 
decorations, embroidery pictures and sam- 
plers. Choice Colonial silver mugs and por- 
ringers. Georgian Sheffield plate urns and 
candelabra. Fine Staffordshire figures. 
Oriental Lowestoft, lustre ware, Early 

American and English glass. 

Illustrated Catalogue Fifty Cents 

PUBLIC SALE 

December 8 and 9, afternoons 

ON EXHIBITION DAILY FROM DECEMBER 3 

ETCHINGS AND ENGRAVINGS 

COLOR PRINTS 

Property of 

VARIOUS COLLECTORS 

Including Miss Ella Parsons. Mrs. John 
Levy. Miss Harriet Montgomery and Other 

Owners. 

Important etchings and engravings by Old 
and Modern Masters. Among the British and 
American etchings, a fine group by David 
Young Cameron containing the rare ‘Five 
Sisters. York Minster’. Numerous examples 
by McBey. “The Beggers’, ‘Rotherhithe’ and 
“Beequet’ by Whistler. Etchings by Haden. 
Benson, Heintzelman and Pennell. French 
etchings by Meryon, Buhot and Legros. 
Notable etchings by Zorn. Rembrandt etch- 

ings, including ‘Jews in the Synagogue’ and 
‘Portrait of Jan Lutma’. ‘Melancholia’ and 
other rare engravings by Diirer. Books on the 
subject. Color prints feature a splendid group 
of more than fifty by the late S$. Arlent Ed- 
wards, engraved after masterpieces of cele- 
brated Florentine, Dutch, French, English 
and American painters. Other color prints 
by modern English and American mezzo- 
tint engravers. Among the coaching and 
sporting prints, the important ‘Approach to 
Christmas’ and ‘Four in Hand, Hyde Park’. 

Illustrated Catalogue Seventy Five Cents 

PUBLIC SALE 

December 7, at 2 and 8:15 P. M. 

* WEEKDAYS 9 TO 5:30 * SUNDAY 2 TO 5 

PARKE-BERNET GALLERIES, INC — Telephone Plaza 3-7573 

Hiram H. Parke, President 

ARTHUR SWANN, Vice-President Epwarp W. Keyes, Secretary & Treasurer 



“ART NEWS 
ANNOUNCES PUBLICATION OF 

THE 1939 ANNUAL 

on February 18, 1939 

Newest in the series of celebrated, lavish art volumes published by 

THE ART NEWS. One of the ten monographs included will be: 

THIRTY MAST ERPIECES IN A MODERN COLLECTION: 

MR. STEPHEN C. CLARK’S PAINTINGS 

BY EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN MASTERS 

By JAMES LANE 
Lecturer in the History of Art, New York University 

Never before published in its entirety and hitherto dificult of access, this brilliant collection 

is one of the most important formed in America within recent years. Concentrating on the 

French Impressionists and Post-Impressionists, with famous works by Renoir, Cézanne and 

Seurat, it also includes two of the finest portraits by Frans Hals as well as important works 

by American nineteenth and twentieth century masters. 

NEXT WEEK’S ISSUE WILL ANNOUNCE THE 

COMPLETE CONTENTS OF THE 1939 ANNUAL 

$ 2 PER COPY 
FREE TO ANNUAL SUBSCRIBERS TO THE ART NEWS 

Prospective advertisers wishing to present their merchandise to the world’s richest market—the readers of The Art News 

are urged to make reservations at once for advertising space in the Annual. For information communicate with 

The Art News, 136 East 57th Street, New York, Telephone PLaza 3-5067, Cables “Gagol, New York.” 

THE 1939 ANNUAL # 10 AUTHORITATIVE 

€& VARIED ARTICLES # 12 COLORPLATES 

ABOUT 200 PAGES & 350 ILLUSTRATIONS 



PIERO di COSIMO (1462-1521) 

KNOEDLER 
14 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK 

EXHIBITION 

GROS 

GERICAULT 

DELACROIX 

For the benefit of the 

“SAUVEGARDE DE L’'ART FRANCAIS" 

LONDON: PARIS: 

15 Old Bond Street 22 Rue des Capucines 

THE ART NEWS 

NICHOLAS M. ACQUAVELLA 

ENDORSED BY 

ADOLFO VENTURI 

GIUSEPPE FIOCCO 

TANCRED BORENIUS 

EXHIBITED 

LOS ANGELES LOAN EXHIBITION 

OF INTERNATIONAL ART, 1937 

COLLECTION OF 

PRINCE DEMIDOFF 

598 MADISON AVENUE 
NEW YORK 

“CHRISTIE’S” 
LONDON, ENGLAND 

For over one hundred and fifty years CHRISTIE'S has been world 

renowned. They have had the privilege of selling, in their Great 

Rooms, most of the Famous Collections of Works of Art which have 

been dispersed at auction in England over that period, and their 

unrivalled experience is at the disposal of all who may wish to consult 

them regarding the sale of 

ANCIENT & MODERN PICTURES, DRAW-.- 

INGS & ENGRAVINGS, ENGLISH, CONTINEN- 

TAL & ORIENTAL PORCELAIN & POTTERY, 

TAPESTRY, DECORATIVE FURNITURE, 

CARPETS, BRONZES, MINIATURES, SNUFF 

BOXES & OBJECTS OF VERTU, SILVER & 

JEWELS 

The Commission, in the event of a sale being effected, is 

SEVEN AND A HALF PER CENT ONLY 
and this includes ALL advertising and catalogue expenses. 

For BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS, COINS 

MEDALS, GREEK, ROMAN 
AND OTHER ANTIQUES AND RELICS 

the commission is Twelve and a half per cent. 

The particularly moderate commission charged for Sales might well 

be borne in mind by those who have not already consulted 

CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS 
8 KING STREET, ST. JAMES’S SQUARE, LONDON, ENGLAND 

From whom full Particulars and Advice can be had on enquiry 

Telephone: Whitehall 5056 Cables: “Christiart, Piccy, London” 

= 
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EXHIBITED AT THE BIGNOU GALLERY 

“LA SOURCE,” EXPONENT OF RENOIR’S COLOR SENSE IN HIS LATE PERIOD (1910) 
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RENOIR e° DUFY: COLOR CARNIVAL 

AIX and XX Century Colorists in a Dual Exhibition 
BY MARTHA DAVIDSON 

RESENTING Renoir and Dufy as “Two Colorists” the 
Bignou Gallery unites, in one exhibition, hedonists whose sheer 
joy in painting is expressed in sparkling colors, dazzling light 

and radiant surfaces. While Dufy’s paintings transmit the pleasure 
of creation mainly to the eye, those of Renoir penetrate all the 
senses. In both the sweetness of life, the vibrating joie de vivre, 
though expressed by different technical means, is the permeating 
spirit. Renoir is represented, with one exception, by the work of his 
late period following 1900, while Dufy is viewed in his latest phase, 
the canvases having come fresh from the Riviera and from the coast 
of the artist's native Normandy. 

Born almost two decades later than Renoir, 
Dufy in many ways expressed a younger era. 
In 1908, while Renoir was in the south of 
France painting the resplendent landscape, 
Le Grand Arbousier, Duty was undergoing 
his apprenticeship as a painter, assimilating 
first the influence of Impressionism and 
shortly afterward, under the inspiration of 
Matisse, the startling precepts of Fauvism. 
In both Renoir’s landscape and Dufy’s Le 
Bassin de Deauville, the Impressionist con- 
cern with light and air and scintillating at- 

mosphere are evidenced. The softer music of 
Renoir’s warm colors is countered in Dufy’s 
recent masterpiece by hues of sonorous bril- 
liance. The heavy, drowsy, sun-filled view of 
Cagnes, though shimmering with small di- 

vided strokes of color, retains a sense of 

volume. In Dufy’s view the conquest of light 
and air and moving atmosphere is still pur- 

DUFFY'S COLORFUL 

whose shimmering surfaces overflow the canvas with majesty and 
lusty sensuousness. Similar massive curvilinear forms, projected in 
high relief, reappear in Renoir’s bronze sculpture, Danseuse au Tam- 
bourin, which, together with his Maternité, has been very decora- 
tively included in the exhibition. 

Such a show as this, modest in the number of its items, neverthe- 
less points to the value and enjoyment to be derived from exhibitions 
planned thematically rather than with a single artist as subject, 
and it is to be hoped that we shall see more of them on a larger 
scale. 

“ee 

EXHIBITED AT THE BIGNOU GALLERY 

VIEW OF A FRENCH PORT: “LE BASSIN DE DEAUVILLE’ 

sued but, instead of the glowing, dappled “LE GRAND ARBOUSIER”: OUTSKIRTS OF CAGNES PAINTED BY RENOIR IN 1908 
surfaces formed by light strokes of myriad 
tones repeated throughout the picture, there 
are broad patches of color, translucent and 
free like watercolor washes, overlaid by a 
form-defining calligraphy of marvelous brev- 

ity. The panoramic and kaleidoscopic aspects 
of this dazzling scene are emphasized by the 
narrow horizontal shape of the canvas. 

An important feature, totally absent in the 
work of the older master, is the primitivist 
tendency traceable in Dufy’s pictures of 
harvesting, boating and racing, to the interest 
in children’s art which in this century has 

been manifested not only by educators and 
psychologists but by painters as well. Dufy, 
with his remarkable linear technique that has 
a twofold source in Van Gogh and in chil- 

dren’s work, wittily half disguises the utmost 
sophistication and virtuosity. Humor which 
enlivens all of this artist’s work is particularly 
pungent in his insouciant burlesque of Bot- 
ticelli’s “Venus on the half shell.” 

Prize of the exhibition is Renoir’s large 
nude La Source, painted in 1910. The solid 
female body, rich with tones that are subdued 
only in comparison with other of the painter's 
“rosy monsters,” is modeled in bulging curves 

EXHIBITED AT THE BIGNOU GALLERY 



| he Apostles of 

Romanticism 

Gros, Gericault and 

Delacroix on Exhibit 

BY ALFRED M. FRANKFURTER 

y \7 § ‘ dt 

ee al LL the exquisite throes of the “Romantic agony’ ; ' we 

the Hegelian soul; the liberated, bohemian - 

artist; the fictional subject-matter; the sweet 

nostalgia of dreams; and the self-searching crusade 

into the heart and roots of the painters cratt—are 

mounted in their application to the history of art as 4 

never before in America in the exhibition of Gros, 

Géricault and Delacroix being held at the Knoedler 

Galleries. Unique in its demonstration of the direct 

sources of modern art, this exhibition, of a scope and 

a thoroughness which would do honor to even the 

largest museum, must be approached for its own sake - 

as well as a document of the inspirational manifesto 

rather than the prototype, of painting from Manet 

to Dali—though it must be remembered, to be sure, 

that these artists of the greatest aesthetic transition 

since mediaeval scholasticism are bound to be spas- 
modic as well as spontaneous, uneven while they are 
rebellious, rich with life and spirit in the very flux 
and varied quality of their output 

Out of the dying embers of the polished style of the 

eighteenth century and the chill statuary of Neo- 

Classicism there emerged this art of the Romantics, 

young in its indomitable spirit of battle, ageless in its 

dependence upon a far older and deeper human ex- 
perience than had moved the dix-huitiéme or the 

GROS: STUDY FOR A HORSE IN A BATTLE SCENE 

LENT BY THE MUSEE DE BESANCON 

LENT BY THE DUC DE TREVISI 

GROS: “PORTRAIT OF 

LIEUTENANT LEGRAND” 

Directoire and Empire art- 
ists. But here is involved 
a great deal more than an 
academic debate or a dia- 
lectic conflict, or even the 

vast social and economic 
mutations in the outer 
world that accompanied 
the advent of these nine- 

teenth century revolution- 
aries. In the two decades 
from David's departure in 
the nightfall of Bona- 
parte’s empire in 1815 to 
the year of Gros’ and Dela- 

croix’s death in 1835-36, 

there was not only a rap- 
idly changing world but, 
much more important to 
art, a rapidly changing 
concept. If the bulwarks of 
the established order had 

been slipping and cracking 
for forty years with a dizzy 
speed that we in our day 
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LENT BY THE DUC DI TREVISI 

know best to appreciate, it was 
not so much this as the fa- 
tigued temper of civilization 

and the displacement of per- 
manent by ephemeral values 
that gave birth to an art for 

which philosophers had plant- 
ed the seed decades earlier. The 

painter, in the new order ol 

things, had to be not only the 

painter, but also the inventor, 
the amuser, the diverter, and, 
notably, the litterateur and his- 
torian. 

Che first master to under- 
take these functions in more or 
less the full consciousness of 

their import was Gros, also the 
first in this admirable juxta- 

position. Growing from the 

already semi-archaeological re- 
mains of the eighteenth cen- 
tury in the shape of the courtly 
Madame Vigée-Le Brun’s 
teachings and a subsequent 
visit, after the proper Classic 
fashion of the times, to Italy, 
where he had the good fortune 

to meet the young Corsican 
commander of the Army of 
Italy, Gros became, together 
with Jacques-Louis David, the 
first limner of the Empire and 
a high priest of the Neo-Classic 
revival. But unlike the bon 
bourgeois David, who was at- 

tracted by the Graeco-Roman 
panoply of the arriviste Em- 
peror, the aristocratic Gros 

never had his heart in the Im- 
perial staffage which Napoleon 
decreed for the background of 

his reign. From the very first, 
as evidenced in this exhibition 
by the Self-Portrait of 1705 
(lent by the Musée de Ver- 

sailles) of the dolorous-faced 

twenty-four-year-old artist so 
steeped in Weltschmerz that he 



LENT BY MR. ALBERT GALLATIN 

“A BASKET OF FLOWERS,” A 

STILL-LIFE BY DELACROIX 

looks far more like the suffer- 

ing young Werther than the 
future Imperial recorder and 
portraitist, Gros identified the 
core of his art with the new Ro- 

manticism. His portraits of the 
Emperor himself were based on 
a far more personal approach 
than those of David, due, of 
course, partially to the fortui- 
tous circumstance of their be- 
ing thrown together during the 

Italian campaign, with the con- 
sequent opportunity for life 
study, and yet also to the less 
ponderously Classical and 
more poetic nature of Gros. 

It is in the great battle scenes, 

however, that one senses the 

true Romantic novelist feeling 

of Gros: these grand-opera cele- 
brations of Napoleonic victory 
and grandeur belong in truth 

to the stage rather than to his- 

tory. And a corollary is in such 
a characteristic expression of 
the Neo-Classic formula though 
phrased in Gros’ Romantic- 
accented idiom as the Portrait 
of Lieutenant Legrand (lent by 
the Duc de Trévise), where be- 
side the rigidly drafted Classic 

figure the artist has inserted in- 
to the background a turreted 

castle that gives the whole an 
atmosphere of the Romantic 
legends. Finally, the real con- 
tribution of Gros to painting, 
alongside his greater one to 
style, lies in his superb equine 
studies and finished smaller 
works related thereto: the first 
reflections of the nineteenth 

century s return to the less 

complex and more direct 

observations of nature and 

of animal life are to be 

found in the brilliant solid- 

ity the Study for the 

Horse of Mustapha Pasha 

(lent by the Musée de 

Besancon ) 

If Gros’ paving of th 

road tor the new way ol 

painting 1s patent here 

Geéricault’s full statement 

Ro t Lomantic creed Is 

je he — ] 

V\ealism Sed 

' toward tl end olf emo- 

tional effect which was also 

the final objective of the 

technical construction 

thus one might sum up the 

Géricault credo. All his so- 

phisticated observation of 

human and animal action 

his renascent use of the 

Venetian and Rubens 

tonalities, his decidedly 
; 

(Continued on page 20) 

THE SUPPER AT EMMAUS 

PAINTED BY DELACROIX 

LENT BY MRS. WATSON B. DICKERMAN 
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MAN 

Lhe Lorimer Collection 

ry viil great collection of Eng tion, “The Immortal Memory.” A pair of 
lish, Irish and American glass eoblets bear the date of the victorious Bat- 

bequeathed to the Philadel- tle of the Boyne, 1690, and the wine glass 
phia Museum of Art by the late edi- with the equestrian portrait of William III 
tor of the Saturday Evening Post holding a baton was formerly in the Bles 

George Horace Lorimer has been Collection | he large decanter trom the 

turned over to the Museum by the Lord Wolseley Collection represents King 

trustees of Mr. Lorimer’s estate. A William astride his horse trampling down 

special inaugural showing of this im- the Irish harp and the Stuart rose, thus, 

portant collection is now being held also, commemorating the Battle the 

at the Museum. The over six hun- Boyne. 
er Ie a a dred pieces of glass in the | orimer dl he naval battle of Trafalgar and | ord sess ate ied nahin 

CAMBRIDGE DECANTER. 1850-1860 Collection include some of the finest Nelson s | ictory are recorded on the side AN AMERICAN AMETHVS? 
which their late owner acquired at of a large, imposing rummer, and other ee 

the sale of the Joseph Bles Collection in London. These pieces were ships and popular causes are remembered by a large group of com- 
on loan at the Victoria and Albert Museum for ten years memorative glasses. The inscriptions on the various pieces of Irish 

[he well-known and justly famous “Royal Oak” glass (from the glass give witness to the hot tempered as well as to the bibulous dis- 
Bles Collection) is considered one of the exhibition’s greatest treas- position of that race. 
ures. Made for the marriage of Charles I] and Catherine de Bra- [he very comprehensive showing of our native product maintains 
ganza, it bears the royal portraits and the date 1063 above the royal the high standard of quality insisted upon by the late Mr. Lorimer 
coat of arms. [his rarest of glasses commemorates that episode fol- and represents many years of patient and wise collecting. A pair of 

lowing his defeat at Worcester when the young Charles [| spent the fine amber and green vases in the exhibition, although of later date, 

night hiding in the branches of the Boscobel Oak from his enemies are similar to the rare Wistarberg glasses of New Jersey. Many other 
It was probably blown at the Greenwich glasshouse of the Duke of South Jersey factories, which came into existence after 1800 and 
Buckingham by Venetian workmen in his employ. 

sled to regain his kingdoms 

lhe verses of the Jacobite 

anthem are delicately traced 

MARRIAGE PORTRAITS ON THE “ROYAL OAK” OF CHARLES II 

EXHIBITED AT THE PENNSYLVANIA MUSEUM OF ART 

upon the glass. 

Several goblets bear the por- 

trait of the romantic Young 

Pretender, the “Bonnie Prince 
Charlie” of Scottish song, whose 

dashing attempt to ascend the 
throne met with defeat at the 

Battle of Culloden in 1740. One 
of these goblets is uniquely en- 
graved with the Prince's por- 

trait facing to the left, and it 1s 

the only glass so far known 

presenting this interesting fea- 

ture—other profile portraits of 
the Young Pretender facing to 
the right. Another glass is in- 

scribed “Revirescit’” and is en- 

graved with a stricken oak, be- 

neath which a new sapling 

springs from the ground a 

tribute to the lost cause of the 

Old Pretender and the new hope 
rising with the Young Preten- 

der. 

Supporters of the opposing 
faction were equally loyal. In- 
cluded in the Williamite glass 
is an outstanding goblet en- 

graved with the portraits of 
William of Orange and Mary, 

his wife. There is also a large de- 

canter and six matching wine 

glasses engraved with a bust of 

King William and the inscrip- 

FAMOUS OLD GLASS 
FOR PHILADELPHIA 

whose principal output was window glass and bottles, are repre- 
\nother chapter of history is represented in all its fervor and sented by fascinating and beautiful bowls, pitchers, vases and other 

hatred by the contrasting groups of Jacobite and Williamite glass articles—off-hand pieces created by the individual workmen for their 
dating throughout the eighteenth century. In the former group, the own use. Blown from window and bottle glass, South Jersey pieces 

Stuart rose is found on many of the wine glasses and there is a rare are usually heavy and frequently crude in form and treatment. 

“Amen” glass made to celebrate the Rebellion of 1715, when the Decorative effects are obtained by color and shape and by a super- 
Old Pretender—James Francis Edward Stuart (1688-1700) strug- imposed layer of glass tooled into a heavy swirl or more frequently 

into the so-called “lily-pad.” 
The almost elemental tech- 

nique of the South Jersey blow- 
ers is in marked contrast to the 
refined and standardized tech- 
nique of Stiegel’s workmen, and 
“Baron” Henrich Wilhelm Stie- 
gel, the most glamorous figure 

in the history of American 
glass. The acknowledged _ pin- 
nacle of Stiegel’s achievement 

is the beautiful amethyst per- 
fume bottle which he created 

himself and which is one of a 
magnificent group of rare scent 
bottles composing one of the 
highlights of the exhibition. 
The wonderful series of sap- 
phire blue sugar bowls and the 
large blue paneled vases have 
also been attributed to the 

“Baron’s” own craftsmanship, 
but.are conservatively. labelled 
“Stiegel type’ by some of the 
most recent authorities. Stie- 
gel’s many followers carried on 
his technique well into the nine- 
teenth century, and his influ- 
ence travelled to the mid-West 

where, in the glass houses of 
Ohio and western Pennsyl- 
vania, some of the collection’s 
most beautiful specimens were 
blown. 

The collection is equally 

rich in mid-nineteenth century 
(Continued on page 18) 
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New Exhibitions of the Week 
HOBSON PITTMAN, 

OF OUR VICTORIAN 

ROMANTIC 

PAST 

RENDERER 

faint mysticism and nostalgia so tenderly evoked in the rygvlil po- 

| etry of Emily Dickinson are reawakened in the charming paint- 
ings of Hobson Pittman which have been placed on display at the 
Walker Galleries faded lavender, these lightly 

flaked pictures of Victorian parlors and open porches are recollec- 
tions of the past 

Like the scent of 

Usually unpeopled, lighted by the moon or by a 

table lamp, the scenes are permeated with a sense of unseen presence 

Uncannily still and silent save tor the creaking of a rocking chair 

or the drifting of the heavy clouds seen trom the window or from the 

porch and brightly illuminated by the moon, they are like settings 

for the nocturnal wandering of the spirits of former tenants. Some- 

times a half seen figure is discovered in a rocking chair but it 
The Widow, 

marvelously composed with a few 

simple and symbolic accessories, best unites figure with interior. On 

too. 1S 

as a figure belonging to the past 
than 

a small glowing in- 
terior less feathery most, 

HOBSON 

PITTMAN 

EXHIBITED AT 

the whole, these are poems of a gentle nature, with none of the drama 
and foreboding atmosphere of Ryder’s nocturnes; they are poems 
on Victorian America. The artist has made superb use of natural and 
artificial lighting and he has woven together, in tapestries of genuine 
native stuff, the symbols of a near past. The turn of the century 
visualized through its furnishings—the rocker, the carpets and wall- 
paper, the table demurely set with lamp, flowers and book—is the 
real subject of Hobson Pittman’s paintings. M. D. 

SPRUCE, AN AUSTERE AND SYMBOLICAL 

PAINTER OF THE LAND 

REAT slabs of rock, dead trees and the jagged forms of hills 
are the physical elements of which Everett Spruce constructs 

his paintings of the Ozark Mountains and Texas. These are being 
shown at the Hudson D. Walker Galleries, where this Dallas artist 
is now having his second one man show in New York. His manner 
of simplifying, and a somewhat eerie use of white combine to give 
a sense of unreality to his paintings. Only a few of them are con- 
cerned with human beings, and Spruce sees them as dominating the 
austere land—huge, primitive figures. He paints them with the same 
meticulous clarity with which the landscape is invested, and they 
are a part of its bold rhythm. Stiff in their posture, they are engaged 
in lifting and moving rock. The delineation of their faces is the most 
interesting aspect of Spruce’s work. What is unreal and eccentric in 
the landscapes is interpreted through the actuality of these patri- 
archal, almost benevolent faces. a 

THI WALKER 

ONE MAN SHOW OF THE CARNEGIE 

PRIZE WINNER: CARL HOFER 

exhibition of the work of Carl Hofer gregh ce 
ve first prize winner of this vear’s Carnegie International, has I 
opened at the Nierendorf Gallery the beauty of their color, 
sensuous surface, flowing outline and structural form and for the 

reticence of their expression of pathos and bitterness, the paintings 

FIRST 

lor 

of this German artist, who celebrates his sixtieth birthday this year 

have won international fame. Franco-Germanic in character, com- 
bining the classicism of Cezanne, and Picasso of the Blue Period 

with the Expressionism of twentieth century German art, they mark 

the synthesis of a new form no less powerful in construction and no 

less poignant in spirit than either of the sources. /n the Woods, a 
pencil drawing of three nudes in a landscape, most clearly follows the 

traditions established by Cézanne, while Repast, a painting of a man 
and woman seated at a table meagerly spread with wine, fruit and 

bread, reflects Picasso's blue period. The same sharp sense of de- 

“QUIET 

EVENING 

GALLERIES 

privation, sorrow and morbid dejection to be found in the French 
artist’s early work is reiterated in these impassive figures whose 

emaciated forms and vaguely focused eyes are haunting. Their 
exquisite lineal outlines exhibit Hofer’s splendid draughtsmanship. 

More magnetic is Man with Looking Glass (lent by Mr. and Mrs. 
Henry Hope Reed), chef d’oeuvre of the show. This painting, repro- 
duced as the frontispiece of THE Art News of October 16, 1937, 
combines in magnificence and power, the rich surfaces, austere con- 
struction and psychological expressiveness characteristic of the art- 
ist’s earlier work together with a new dramatic positivism that has 
become noticeable in Hofer’s latest painting. It brings together two 
branches of painting—still-life and figure—which Hofer treats sepa- 
rately and with equal brilliance in other canvases. More stirring 
than the generalized, plaintive note echoed in the numerous studies 
of female figures is the introspective examination which is sym- 
bolized by the mirror. The bitter discovery, unseen by the beholder 
of this painting, is reflected in the brooding face of the man who 
seems to be examining not so much his image as his conscience, or 
perhaps the destiny of a nation which condemns as “degenerate” 
such masterful works as this. M. D. 

CONSTANTIN GUYS: A MASTER DRAFTSMAN 

OF THE PAST CENTURY 

HE past is interesting not only for the beauty that the artists 
for whom it was the present knew how to extract from it, but 

also as past, for its historical value,’ wrote Baudelaire in 1859 in 
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one of a series of articles, published four years later in Figaro, and 

entitled Le Peintre de la Vie Moderne. The painter, the mysterious, 
anonymity-seeking M.C.G. who was thus brilliantly brought to the 
attention of a baffled public, was, as we all know, Constantin Guys, 
about a score of whose drawings in pen, wash and gouache, can be 
seen at the Carstairs Gallery. What the poet-critic said of the 
‘minor’ artists who he considered Guy’s predecessors, of course 
applies perfectly today to his M.C.G. 

Much traveled, and with a military background, he went, as war 

correspondent for the London /Ilustrated News, to the Crimea, and 
his articles were supplemented by drawings. Due to the methods 
employed for reproducing them for publication, few originals of this 
series are left, so we are fortunate in being shown, in the present 
exhibition, a paper inscribed “Balaklava, Crimea, Oct. 25, 1854.” 
In silvery blues, pinks and greys, an illusion of a tremendous space 
completely filled with cavalry is created behind a foreground of 
dust clouds through which arabesque leaping white horses. 

A man “of the whole world” as Baudelaire said, many of his de- 
pictions of life on the boulevards, at the races, and abroad, are 
shown. Executed mostly in the dark tonalities which resulted from 
his technique of first applying washes, darkening them, heightening 
the lights, and then drawing the outlines, some are in colors as bright 

as those of a Dufy. In contemplating a parade scene in rain-washed 

LEHMAN'S 

SOLIDLY 

EXHIBITED AT THE 

greens, sparkling reds, and vibrating blues, one feels oneself a spec- 
tator at the Rond-Point watching the troops march on the Champs- 
Elysées. The officers on horseback, their faces drawn briskly and 
with absolute precision, are so much the quintessence of the pomp 
they represent as to be just this side of caricature, a mode of expres- 
sion which Guys, in his worldliness, never quite employed. D. B. 

A FIRST NEW YORK SHOW OF GUGLIELMI, 

SATIRIST OF THE AMERICAN SCENE 

LTHOUGH a painting by Louis Guglielmi was selected for the 
Paris exhibition of American art at the Jeu de Paume last 

summer, the current show of his work at the Downtown Gallery 1s 
the first in which his paintings have been shown as a group in New 
York. Single works have appeared when the gallery has exhibited 
its younger painters, and they have been marked by precision and 
clarity of technique, and an approach to his material which is both 

realistic and highly imaginative. 
In his painstaking studies of the social scene he presents his sub- 

ject with a surrealist intensity which, eliminating all unnecessary 
detail, concentrates only on what is essential. A mordant wit per- 
meates these paintings, and finds expression in his choice of titles as 
well. Memory of The Charles River is concerned with Sacco and 
Vanzetti. Mental Geography, one of his best canvases composed with 
the utmost care as to architectural design and subtlety of colo: 
associates the Fascist destruction of Spanish cities, with all its muti 
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lation and debris, with a similar disintegration by bombing of the 
Brooklyn Bridge, ‘a huge mass of stone, twisted girders and limp 
cable,” as he describes it in a caption. Occasionally his symbolism 
is obscure, as in T he Various Spring, but taken as a whole Guglielmis 
work indicates his ability to express himself in terms of satire which 
hits the mark more often than its misses. pit. 

BRILLIANT AND WELL ORGANIZED WORKS 

BY IRVING LEHMAN 

RVING LEHMAN'S painting is animated by sympathy for the 
unfortunate which he expresses in a semi-abstract technique, and 

in color which at times is extremely rich and emotional in its effect. 
He has a showing of oils and watercolors now at the Uptown Gallery. 
Starting from academic beginnings, his style has evolved into one 
of broken planes, flat areas of color often ringed by the dark outlines 
which recall Rouault. The watercolors are freer in style, and there 
is a rainbow of color in Hudson River, which describes the pageant 
of boats and buildings. Among the oils in which his more serious 
work is represented, Bowery Mission is one of his best and most 
characteristic. Its bold pattern is semi-abstract, constructed with an 
eye to emotional effect which carries successfully to the spectator. 

COMPOSED 

“BATHERS" 

UPTOWN GALLERY 

Bathers is a charming composition, almost entirely of geometric 
forms and color which is complicated and daring. With a range of 
interest Which runs from landscapes to markets, from industrial to 
bible subject, Lehman, as seen in this show, has substance and the 
talent to express his ideas. JL. 

JUAN GRIS, A PIVOTAL FIGURE OF THE 

SCHOOL OF PARIS 

HE work of Juan Gris, little seen in America, is extensively 
shown in a striking exhibition at the galleries of Jacques Selig- 

mann & Company. Born as José Gonzales in Madrid, where he was 
a student of engineering, Gris came to Paris at the age of nineteen 

in 19006 when Picasso and Braque were launching their new theories, 
supported and publicized by the writings of the poets and critics, 
Guillaume Apollinaire, Max Jacob, Pierre Reverdy and Maurice 
Raynal. In Montmartre five years later Gris, who had meanwhile 
entered the circle of these artistic revolutionaries, began his career 

as one of the leading painters of the group. His most powerful work, 
done during the period of the War, is in essence pictorial architecture 
based on a few themes symbolic of the artist’s surroundings in studio 

and cafe. Upon these numerous variations are played. With table, 
newspaper, compotier, pipe and guitar or violin as his pictorial in- 
struments, he shifts, on the plane of his canvas, elements derived 
from these objects. He disintegrates and reintegrates them into new 
forms which are no longer the three dimensional facets that Picasso 
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had earher derived trom Cezanne whose paintings are being exhibit- ' 

but flat, geometric patches of color ed at the gallery of lTonying & 

sO juxtaposed as to create a com Company. Aided by careful re- 

plex, rigid and classic pattern search in composition, in color and 

For greater diversification of de brushstrokes, the rigid codification 

sign and texture, newspaper clip- of which can be found in the Mus- 

pings were sometimes glued to the tard Seed Garden, a publication of 

canvas and the grain of wood the seventeenth century, the artist 

either simulated, as in Nature has reconstructed stock scenes and 

Vorte, Le Matin, or, when wood subjects with methodical adroit- 

Her work is free from West- 
ern influence save in those pictures 
like Li: Po at a Banquet in the ' 
Peach-Plum Garden which oddly 

reflect, not the influence on the 

artist herself, but that of the Jesuit 
priests on the artists of the seven- 

instead of canvas is used as th ness 

painting surface, left exposed to 

View 

he chessboard, another com- 

positional subject exhaustively 

played upon by the Cubists, and 
the major 1g1O 

panel, Vase de fleurs, may be con- 
subject of Gris’ 

teenth century after whom such 

scrolls are modeled. Schools of the 

Sung, Yuan and Ming periods are 

variously followed in these paint- 
I:specially 

Goddess of 

sidered symbolic of the mechan- 
ics of Cubist painting because ol 

the manner in which, 
preme discipline and analytical 
acumen, the decomposed elements 

With su- 

delicate is the 

the Lo River, while 

the amazing skill of the Chinese 

traditionalist is evidenced in the 
black and white paintings of 

prunus blossoms and orchids, the 
calligraphy of which is carefully 

calculated in decorative relation 
to the unpainted space M.D 

ings 

are shifted over the picture plane, 
making funda- 

mental value hes in its disinter- 

a design whose 

ested aestheticism. | hough the 

natural object is fragmented into 

many parts and arbitrarily fitted 
together again, the associational 

interest Is maintained by the hints 

and by the brutal reéntry of real- 

ity made in the shape of bits of a DAVIDSON’S BUSTS: : 
GREGORY \ 

HOUGH the Spanish Chil- 
dren's Milk Fund organiza- 

tion announces itself as_ strictly 
non-partisan, there is a definite political cast to the exhibition of 
portraits by Jo Davidson which is being held at the Arden Gallery 
for the benefit of this welfare organization, the “leading Spanish 
personalities” portrayed being strictly confined to Nationalist lead- 
ers and statesmen. To these Davidson has brought the qualities of 
vitality and intense characterization which have won for him his 
eminent position today. Debonnaire and jaunty, dramatically in- 
tense or watchfully composed, his figures are all living people, and 
their physical participation in a cruel civil war is brought home 
with force. More interesting than his portraits are the sculptor’s 

table leg, a piece of fruit, a play- 
ing card or the familiar newspa- 

per mastheads: Le Journal, Le 
Matin, Le Figaro. The frequency 

and literal clarity with which the 

LENT BY MR 

JUAN GRIS 

THE 

AND MRS. HENRY CLIFFORD TO 

“NATURE MORTE Al 

MANUSCRIPT BY REVERDY 

TACQUES SELIGMANN & COMPANY 

POEME,” INCORPORATING 

FRIEND OF THE PAINTER 

newspaper clippings are transcribed are indicative of the unprece- 

dented importance of the printed word in the development of an 
art movement that, early in the twentieth century, burgeoned paral- 
lel with its explanatory literature. 

Magnificent examples, climaxing the beauty of pictorial architec- 
ture into which Cubism resolved, are Gris’ castles in air, Nature 
Morte au Poéme (the poem, which is dexteriously painted as trompe 
loeil, is by Pierre Reverdy) and Bouillotte et bol, painted in 1915 
and 1910 respectively. Later, even in the decorative Guitare et com- 
potier, 1919, the artist composed his lines and flat color areas with 
the arid effectiveness of poster design. Still later he softened his 
forms, weakened his colors and returned somewhat ineffectually to 
naturalism. Pipe et livre ouvert, painted a year before his death 
in 1927, lacks the dynamic control which at one time made the work 
of Juan Gris emblematic of a mechanical, aggressive age of applied 
science. M. D. 

drawings which, with less detail and more suggestion, show refugees 

huddled in the gloom of bomb-proof dugouts, weary soldiers shoul- 
dering their packs, ignorant and bewildered peasants 
and less glorious side of the conflict. 

lively contrast with 

the more real 

nln gs 

In a neighboring room Waylande Gregory's ceramics make a 

lr 
SS a the foregoing. Greg- 

ory’s experiments 
with processes have CHING CHIN 

YEE 

ECHNICAL 
perfection and 

virtuosity based on 
the study of old mas- 
ters and the emula- 
tion of their various 
styles has always con- 
stituted the training 
of the artists of 

China. To be able to 
paint in the manner 
of the venerated 

painters of the past is 
still the aim of the 
academic artists of 
that country today. 
True exponent of the 
ancient traditions is 
Miss Ching Chin Yee 

produced a great va- 
riety of effects rang- 
ing from a warm, 
gritty, texture in the 
larger fountain fig- 

ures through a dull, 
velvety -smooth sur- 
face to the high glaze 
of the small pieces 
somewhat trite but 
graceful varia- 
tions on the willowy 
maiden-gazelle motif. 
Mention should also 

be made of the artist’s 
use of color, in par- 
ticular of a rose red 
that seems as deep 
and glowing as actual 
flower petals. — R. F. 

a 

EXHIBITED AT TONYING & COMPANY 

—_— PX, 

A YUAN TYPE OF “WINTER LANDSCAPE” BY THE CONTEMPORARY, CHING CHIN YEE (Cont. on page 18) 
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Great British Portratts 

from Detroit Collections 
RICH display of English art of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

gathered from Detroit collections is being presented at Alger House 

the suburban branch of the Detroit Institute of Arts, as its most impor- 

tant offering of the season. 

[he chief attraction of the exhibition are the forty-seven oils representing 

all the masters of this I-nglish school down to i850. Lhe show rounds out this 

great tradition by a generous supplement of twenty drawings and watercolors 
a comprehensive ensemble which focuses attention upon the extraordinary 
wealth of English art in private ownership in Detroit. 

[he great masters, Gainsborough, Reynolds, Romney and Raeburn are bril- 

liantly represented in all the phases of their art portraiture, landscape and 
figure subjects [hree works reveal the most ingratiating side of Sir Joshua 

Reynolds, a small early Self Portrait in a red cloak, and two great pictures of 

children. The largest and most important of these comes from the collection of 

Mr. Lawrence Fisher, and represents a charming scene of four children playing 
at forfeits. Aside from expressing the artist’s gift of creating a rhythmic and 

mobile figure composition in light and shade, it exemplifies the deftness and 

sureness of his brushwork. Reynold’s irresistible response to the charm of chil- 
dren is likewise found in the bewitching picture of a girl with kitten, a composi- 
tion in cool, limpid tones executed in the artist's heaviest impasto technique, 
the latter from the collection of Mrs. Hugh Dillman 

lwo aspects of Gainsborough’s expression are combined in one canvas from 

the Whitcomb collection representing a family group in a landscape. In it a 
remarkable unity is achieved by the liquid softness of the drawing and the 
subtlety of the light composition, so that the figures and the wooded setting are 

brought into the most intimate relationship. 

A handsome array of seven Romneys reveals that artist's power as a por- 

LENT BY MR. LAWRENCE FISHER TO THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS 

AN INFORMAL REYNOLDS MASTERWORK: “CHILDREN PLAYING FORFEITS” 
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LENT BY MR. AND MRS. EDSEL. FORD TO THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS 

RAEBURN: “PORTRAIT OF MRS. ERVINE BOSWELI 

traitist, while one painting of Cupid and Psyche is remi- 
niscent of his rare essays in imaginative composition. 
Most completely expressive of his style is the fine Portrait 
of Colonel Clitherow, lent by Mr. James Holden. 

Raeburn is no less brilliantly represented by three por- 
traits. Mr. and Mrs. Edsel Ford have lent their wonder- 
ful late version of Mrs. Ervine Boswell; and trom the 
collection of Mr. William A. Fisher there is the swiftly 
brushed Portrait of Benjamin Horne. 

Hoppner’s changeable style is represented in five por- 
traits including one of himself, and a figure piece of Red 

Riding Hood. Among these an example of astonishing 
richness and decorative quality is the likeness of Lady 
Rowley, lent by Mrs. Dillman. 

lhe English landscape school is equally well repre- 
sented in Detroit collections. Milestones in the develop- 

ment of that great tradition which leads from Richard 
Wilson through Gainsborough and Constable to late 

lurner recur throughout the exhibition. Among them is 

Bonington’s luminous View on the Coast of Scotland, 
lent by Mr. Hal H. Smith. Of the Constables, the in- 

credible rich pastoral of The Glebe Farm, Dedham, trom 
the Schlotman collection, is outstanding. Turner’s un- 
rivalled and subtly expressive watercolor technique 1s 
illustrated in four examples representing the whole de- 
velopment of his atmospheric landscape style. The ear- 
liest of them, a country scene with a hound and hare, 
dated 1815, still suggests his dependence upon eighteenth 
century technique. Two other watercolors, lent by Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph B. Schlotman, represent subsequent 
periods in his development. One of them, a composition 
of the early twenties, shows his love of panoramic effect 
in the vast sweep of the Arno Valley with Florence rising 
magically from its banks in the foreground. From his last 

and most powerful period comes his fantastic View of 
Lake Lucerne, in which the planes of the Alpine slopes 
dissolve mysteriously into the depths of the lake and the 
filmy blue clouds of the sky. The whole scene emerges 
through curtains of misty atmosphere and is so charged 
with a sense of grandeur and intense romanticism as to 

suggest nothing so strongly as the music of Wagner. 

Three members of the Norwich school, Crome, Vin- 
cent and Stark, are represented in two oils and two draw- 
ings while the engaging genre of Morland is found in 

(Continued on page 18) 



ART THROUGHOUT AMERICA 
NEW YORK: EGYPTIAN HEAD & BYZANTINE 

ENAMEL FOR THE METROPOLITAN 

N IMPORTANT addition to the Metropolitan Museum's al- 

A ready rich Egyptian Collection ts a fine Ptolomaic head of 
a queen which comes as the gift of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr 
Carved in white marble and about one-third life size, the fineness of 
its detail proclaims this head to be an 
outstanding example of late Egyptian 
sculpture. Though the highly conven- 
tional art of this period contrasts with 
the realistic portraiture of earlier 
times, there is great beauty of form in 

the rounded, subtle modeling and skill- 

ful workmanship of the piece, whose 

decorative stylization has a thorough- 

ly modern appeal. 
\nother collection to benefit by pri- 

vate generosity is the department of 
mediaeval enamels to which Mrs. 
Mary Ann Blumenthal has just pre- 
sented a Byzantine cloisonée enamel 
plaque of great rarity representing the 
Virgin and Christ Child with Saint 
Simeon. The companion-piece to this 

plaque is in the Berlin Schlossmuseum, 
both of them having formerly been a 
part of the famous Botkine Collection. 
Otto von Falke, celebrated authority 
on enamels, has ascribed both plaques 
to the twelfth or thirteenth centuries 
It is probable that the piece was used 
either to decorate an icon or that it 
served as a reliquary or book cover 
The color scheme is one of blues, reds 
and greens, with detail indicated by 
thin gold strips forming compartments 
in which the powdered color was fused 
into a solid mass. This plaque, togeth- 
er with the aforementioned Egyptian 
head, are both on display in the Metropolitan's 
Room of Recent Accessions during the month. 

PRESENTED BY MRS 

NEW 

\ HEAD OF 

XIL CENTURY 

PRESENTED BY MRS BOSTON: A BENSON -TARBELL 

RETROSPECTIVE 

WO men who lived and worked in New 

I:ngland and whose artistic productions bear 
the stamp of their environment to its fullest and 
richest extent, are represented in the current ex- 
hibition of Paintings, Drawings and Prints by 
Frank W. Benson and Edmund C. Tarbell at 
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. The exhibi- 
tion, which is on view until December 15, is a 
comprehensive one, including paintings and 
pastels by Tarbell, and paintings, watercolors, 
etchings and drvpoints by Benson. The selection 
and organization of the material represents the 
joint efforts of Museum officials and the two 

artists. [he celebration has been dedicated to the 
memory of Tarbell whose death in August un- 
fortunately brought to a close the keen personal 
interest which he had taken in the plans. 

The association of these two artists 
throughout their lives, first as students at the 
Museum School in Boston, later in Paris, and 
again in Boston where their studios were side by side for ten years 
provided the theme for the showing. After their preliminary train- 
ing, they went their separate ways, Benson turning to the out-of- 
doors, where he spent so much of his recreational time, for inspira- 
tion in his artistic productions. Black and white sketches were fol- 
lowed by experimentations in etching, a medium in which he was 
able to use to the utmost his keen powers of observation. His natural 
love for the out-of-doors inevitably led him to a study of the effects 

close 

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR 

METROPOLITAN ACCESSIONS 

\ PFOLOMAIC QUEEN; 

BYZANTINE 

MARY ANN BLU MENTHAI 
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of the clear, brilliant sunshine of New England, and his many figure 
paintings in outdoor settings illustrate how successful he was in 
putting these effects on canvas. The exhibition includes not only 
landscapes with figures by Benson, but also portraits, indoor figure 
groups, and paintings and prints of hunting subjects. 

\ skillful craftsman and technician, Tarbell began his artistic 
development under the influence of the seventeenth century Dutch 

painters, especially Vermeer, whom he 
greatly admired. He gradually became 
more Impressionistic in style, his in- 
terest in the problems of light being 

evident in both his outdoor scenes and 
his indoor figure paintings. The exhi- 
bition includes a large number of his 

portraits, figure paintings in both out- 
door and indoor settings, and still-life 
studies. 

lhe influence of both Edmund Tar- 
bell and Frank Benson on the painting 
of New England artists is incalculable. 

They were leaders of the “Boston 
School” for many vears, and the tradi- 
tion of their art is today being con- 

tinued through the work of their many 
distinguished pupils. The = current 
showing Is valuable not only as a well- 
arranged survey of the work of these 
two artists, but also as a vivid picture 
of the period and the environment in 
which they lived and which is charac- 
teristically New England. 

DAYTON: THE 

GALLERY 

fe Circulating Gallery of the 
Dayton Art Institute, which was 

established a number of years ago for 
the purpose of making available to its 

members works by recognized American paint- 
ers, Is being featured as the November exhibition 
of the Institute with a group of works which will 
be distributed after December 1. This scheme, 
which now boasts well over three hundred mem- 
bers, renders a unique and meritorious service 
to artists and public alike. The paintings are 
loaned by the artists to the Institute which in 
turn distributes them among the members. 

Similar to the subscriber to a lending library, 
the member is privileged to keep the picture in 
his home for one month during which he may 
study it, familiarize himself with the artist's 
stvle and educate his taste in the direction which 
suits him best. Though the borrower is under no 
obligation to buy, many sales have been made. 
The Institute charges no commission on these 

transactions, the expenses of the undertaking 
being supported by small membership dues. 

LENDING 

ENAMEL 

CAMBRIDGE: SMALL 

MASTERPIECES 

HINESE paintings in a series of small exhi- 
bitions, each continuing but a fortnight or 

two, are to be shown during the coming season 
at the Fogg Museum. The first group is now on view and will remain 
until the middle of December. It consists of a dozen ink paintings, 
chiefly landscapes, some being loans and some gifts to the Museum 
from Dr. Denman W. Ross. Their quality is implied by such exam- 
ples as The Lake, Early Ming period, in the style of Ma Yiian 
(twelfth to thirteenth century); A Sage, signed Liu Ch’ing; A Catfish, 
and Winter Birds by Liang K’ai, both possibly of the thirteenth 
century. The finest single work is 7 be Egg Plant, of the Yiian period, 

CHINESE 

eS eal 

Wain 
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Chien Hsuan, whose best known painting is a scroll in Detroit 

lo a mere stroller, these pictures may seem disappointingly dim 

remote, and under-sized. But lingering, the visitor will note that the 

latest are of the Ming dynasty—which would make them three cen- 

turies old. If he wishes to learn how handsome black ink can be on 

silk, even a century old, he should look up the bamboo pictures 

in the permanent exhibit 

emote the landscapes probably are. A vast crag emerging from 

the mist, a Sage in a Shallop by a Bank, such subjects are far enough 

from any experience of ours. But it was the purpose of Chinese land- 
scape painting to suggest solemn grandeur, to create a mood of 
meditation. Even the small pictures, observed steadily, at no more 

than an arm’s length, will summon this mood. Their forms are the 

same as those on a grander scale, but their brush work is reduced 

proportionately. They were actually meant to hold in the hand, 
album pictures to be passed around in a party of friends. Again, they 
were meant to be reproduced by the amateur, as an amateur musi- 

cian among us performs, according to his skill and his tempera- 
ment, the composition of a mas- 
ter. But so exacting was it to 

follow a Chinese painting—the 
ineffaceable ink, the delicate 
touch of the brush, the sensibil- 
itv of the mind—that their re- 
stricted size was no doubt an 

advantage. And so their small- 

ness, like the very remoteness ol 
their subject, is full of meaning, 

and the dimness that tells of 
their long past a badge of dis- 
tinction 

CLEVELAND: A NEW 

SCULPTURE 

~~". MBODIAWN statue of 

d great rarity, said to come 
from the “Terrace of the Lep- 
rous King” of Angkor Thom, has 
just been purchased by the 
Cleveland Museum of Art 
through the J. H. Wade Fund. 
\ll in all this piece, which repre- 
sents a princess in elaborate flo- 
ral decorations and jewelry, 1s 

one of the most important exam- 
ples of stone sculpture to come 
to the museum within recent 
vears. Though the figure has 

been cut a little above the waist, 

the face and details of the orna- 
mentation are in a virtually per- 
fect state of preservation. The 
regal countenance under its im- 
posing and beautiful headdress 
is an indication of the high rank 
of the subject. Though the monu- 

ru 

generally relegated to the late, 
decadent period of Cambodian art, the Museum’s new figure makes 
up in perfection for any lack of vigor. Its date has been ascribed to 
the twelfth century A.D. 

MIDDLETOWN: THE UNIVERSITY’S 

COLLECTION AUGMENTED BY GIFT 

R. DAVID KEPPEL, New York collector, critic and author, 
has presented a collection of fine reproductions of old master 

prints to the Wesleyan print collection, already considered one of 
the finest in the world. 

The reproductions total about three hundred and seventy-five and 
are part of the Histotre illustré de la Gravure en France, a portfolio 
edited by Francois Courbon and published in a limited edition in 
France. 

PRINT 

They are of excellent quality and are a useful supplement of the 
print collection. They include facsimiles of rare, early colored wood- 

RECENTLY ACQUIRED BY THE CLEVELAND MUSi-UM OF ART 

ments from Angkor Thom are A XII CENTURY BUST OF A 

wl 
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1 s uts, early engravings and etchings, famous portrait engravings and 
1 other facsimiles of important prints from the fifteenth to the nine- 
enth centuries 

\nother exhibition which will be current here until the end of the 
month is a selection of thirty prints and drawings by Kerr Eby, well 
known graphic artist and veteran of the World War. These works 
were assembled and placed on display as a special feature of Wes- 
leyan University’s celebration of Armistice Day. 

WORCESTER: A TOURING RETROSPECTIVE 

OF EUGENE L. VAIL 

\ RETROSPECTIVE exhibition of paintings by the American 
artist, Eugene Lawrence Vail has just opened to the public 

at the Worcester Art Museum. Born in Brittany of mixed French 
and American parentage, Vail was educated in this country, though 
the artist worked almost exclusively abroad, his favorite region for 

painting centering about Pont 

Aven and Concarneau, Dor- 
drecht and Etaples. He also 

painted the Venetian scene ex- 
tensively and received perhaps 
more recognition in this field 

than in any other. 

An infrequent exhibitor in the 
later years of his career, Vail re- 
ceived numerous distinctions for 
his pictures at major exhibitions 
in Europe and the United States 
during the latter part of the 
past century. The canvases here 
shown, representative of various 
phases of the artist's develop- 
ment, are imbued with a roman- 
tic lyricism which reflects a per- 
sonality sensitive to subtle 
nuances of emotion and environ- 
ment. There is in these canvases, 
whether the subject be a Vene- 
tian nocturne or a rain-drenched 
landscape in the north of France, 
a delicacy of perception and po- 
etic interpretation which remove 
them from the realm of contem- 
porary art and recall the pic- 
torial expression of a not too dis- 
tant past. The exhibition will be 
shown at various museums 
throughout the country. 

NEWARK: MUSIC AS 

THEME OF SHOW 

RINTS and paintings of 
musical interest by old and 

modern masters are on display 
PRINCESS FROM ANGKOR THOM — at the Newark Museum as a fea- 

ture of an exhibition of antique 
musical instruments. Arranged in connection with the Museum's 
series of Sunday afternoon concerts and the community program of 
the Griffith Music Foundation, the exhibition will remain on view 
into the Spring. 

Paintings shown include The Music Party by Pieter de Hooch, 
seventeenth century Dutch master, lent by the Berkshire Museum 
of Pittsfield; three loans from the Metropolitan Museum of Art: 
The Musician by Bartholomew van der Helst, The Flutist by 
Jacques Sebastien LeClerc, and Vicomtesse de Polignac by Jean 
Mare Nattier, court painter to Louis XV; and a Eugene Carriere, 
Violinist, lent by Arthur F. Egner of South Orange. 
Among modern works are portraits of Josef Hoffman by John 

Carroll, of Mischa Levitski by Adolphe Borie and of Sergei Rach- 
maninoff by Wayman Adams, all lent by Steinway & Sons, and 
Alexander Brook’s study of George Biddle Playing the Flute, lent by 
the Museum of Modern Art. Also from the Steinway collection are 
interpretations of Rachmaninoff’s Russtan Mass and Gershwin’s An 
American in Paris, painted by Rockwell Kent and Covarrubias. 
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Famous Old Glass for Philadelphia 
(Continued from page 11) 

[hree-Mold glass. This distinctive American product was very 
widely distributed throughout the country, and the famous Sand- 

wich Glass Works had a large hand in the popularity of the ware 
both past and present. [here is a smaller nucleus of New York glass 

several pieces of which are said to come from Lockport, and New 

Hampshire is represented by a number of excellent pieces from the 
Stoddard Factory, started in 1842 

Nineteenth century American glass houses were noted for the pro- 

duction of bottles and flasks, and Mr. Lorimer’s collection includes 

many interesting varieties. [here is a large group of bottles with 

swirled and paneled bodies which are said to have been blown at ths 

mid-western glass factories, and another group of remarkable qual- 

ity follows the pattern first used at the Pitkin factory at Manchester 

Connecticut, during the early part of the century. Many of these 

molded flasks are stamped with political slogans, such as “General 
lavlor never surrenders,’ “Corn for the World,” “A little grape 
Captain Bragge,”’ and “For Pike’s Peak.’ Others commemorate the 

Visits of such celebrities as Jenny Lind and Latavette. There are a 
number of flasks decorated with the bust of Washington, many ot 

these bearing the mark, ‘Fell’s Point, Balto.,” and the popular fiddle- 
shaped flasks are represented by a colorful group. 

Great British Portraits in Detroit 

(Continued from page 15) 

a drawing and two oils, one of them a stormy beach scene, Jack at 

the Capstan. |he unearthly visions of William Blake are present 
in two fine drawings and a watercolor. Two drawings by Flaxman 

are included, as are a number of drawings and watercolors and oils 

by such minor but none the less charming artists as Varley, Uwins, 

Glover, Alexander, Vickers, Nasmyth, Boddington, the animal 
painter, Herring and Wright of Derby. 

\ number of famous personages are to be found among the por- 
traits. Sir Walter Scott is present in an early Raeburn and a later 
interpretation by Sir William Allan. Turner himself appears as a 
vouth in a portrait by Romney, lent by Mrs. John S. Newberry. 

\lso by Romney is a pensive record of Oliver Goldsmith. Lord Nel- 
son is presented in a brightly colored portrait by Hoppner. Portraits 
of two members of the family of John Angerstein, whose collection 
formed the nucleus of the National Gallery in London, add further 
interest of personality to the show. One of them represents his step- 
daughter, Mrs. Boucherette and is an early work by Lawrence; the 
other is Angerstein’s wife painted by Romney. 

New Exhibitions of the Week 

(Continued from page 14) 

ROUNDABOUT THE GALLERIES: TWO NEW 

EXHIBITIONS 

HE first one man show in New York of a dozen canvases by 
Werner Koepf at Contemporary Arts reveals the work of a 

serious young painter. Born in Germany, where he held an art 

scholarship for four years, hé came to this country in 19209, and 
became a citizen. As a house painter in Connecticut he neglected 
his easel painting for five years, and then through the encourage- 
ment of Morris Kantor he returned to’his creative work. The cur- 
rent exhibition shows him first of all as a colorist. A still-life called 
The Italian Cloth captures and contrasts effectively the texture of 
the green artichoke, the yellow squash and the cloth itself. The 
transparent quality of a glass pitcher adds its note of brilliant light 
in a composition which is excellently arranged and placed upon the 
canvas. Among the figure paintings the Hawatian Head and The 
Cardinal stand out for their dramatic power and intensity. This ts 
an interesting first show by a painter who shows his devotion to 
plastic values for themselves, rather than because of any literary 
significance which they may be made to express. 

N EXHIBITION entitled “We Like America” has been launched 
A at the A.C.A. as the New Masses First Annual, and many 

of its contributors of paintings and drawings have been seen in the 
magazine. The long list includes more than a hundred names, and 

among them are many who have donated their work in the past 
two years to the causes of Spain and China. To exhibitions of their 
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DURAND-RUEL GALLERIES 
ESTABLISHED 

TWELVE EAST FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK 

Exhibition of Paintings by 

MONET-PISSARRO-SISLEY 

BEFORE 

Ade, i rr oe rd 

PARIS: 37 AVENUE de FRIEDLAND 

er ae 
AV E some of your 

copies of The Art 

News been lost or damaged 

by just “lying around”? We 
can’t always furnish you 

with back 
numbers for 

replacement 
. our own 

supplies are 

usually ex- 
hausted soon 

after publica- 
tion . . . but 
you will be 

sure of hav- 
ing every is- 

sue safely and 
conveniently 

at hand by 

keeping your 
copies secure 

in this specially designed 
binder. 

Strongly made of blue 

levant grain imitation leath- 
er, stamped in gold on the 
cover, this handsome binder 
will hold not only all forty 
issues of the magazine, but 

also your copy of the de 
luxe 1939 Annual. 

Then, whenever you want 
to refer to some article of 

particular interest to you, 
study a work of art in illus- 
tration more closely, review 

recent world 

art events, or 

just browse 

through the 
rich accumu- 
lation of art 

information 
you will know 

that The Art 
News is where 

you want it, 

when you 
want it. And 
copies can be 
quickly insert- 
ed or removed 
at any time. 

As a service to our sub- 

scribers, we are offering 

these binders at absolute 
cost price to us... $1.85 

postpaid. Delivery will be 
made immediately upon re- 

ceipt of your check or money 
order made payable to: The 

Art News, 136 East 57th 
Street, New York. 
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work, because of a common interest in the cause, has been drawn 

an audience which hitherto had not been addicted to art galleries 

[his show sets a new high standard of quality and it is thronged 

with spectators who came first because of their interest in the sub- 
ject matter, and have come to similar succeeding exhibitions be- 

cause of a widening horizon as to the paintings as works of art 

The Apostles of Romanticism 
(Continued from page 10) 

journalistic “nose” for the novel and its appeal to the public, were 
the devices which tended in this direction. The nine day wonder 
of his first sensation, the Raft of the Medusa with its cargo of sand- 

bag realism in the shape of shipwrecked corpses drawn from actual 

cadavers, is duplicated here in the amazing Retreat from Russia 
(lent by the Duc de Trévise), equally freighted with horror and 

couched in the earliest nineteenth century re-emanations of Baroque 
brushwork, here as reminiscent of Greco and Magnasco as of Rubens 

and Jordaens 
Gericault’s devious but captivating approach to human _ por- 

traiture might be likened to the contemporaneous psychological 
literature of France and Russia. Searching for the inner—what the 

Germans have called the Expressionistic—qualities of the picture, 
he emphasizes the dreamy introspection of his subject by dark shad- 

ows, of the sort with which Manet was to shock the Salon not long 

after but which Géricault still carefully covers with a glaze of flesh 

tint-—as in the }oung Man (lent by the Duc de Trévise) who some- 
how seems to suggest a youthful L:dgar Allan Poe. That this sort of 
thing could be carried much too far is revealed in the violent Ro- 

manticism of he \ladman, with the picture’s obvious and too great 
dependence upon intellectual and emotional association. 

But the great triumph of Géricault is to be felt, after all, in the 
supreme veracity of observation which he lavished upon the every- 

day qualities of life rather than upon the epics and melodramas of 
world politics and world news. The whole array of Medusas and 
Napoleona is not worth one picture like The Three Trumpeters (lent 
anonymously, and reproduced on the cover) in which the rich color 
sense and controlled movement, all working to the evocation of the 
emotional meaning of the situation, are so well counterbalanced that 

it may be regarded as the first groundwork for similar paintings by 
Manet and Degas 

lhe Delacroix who emerges from this physical relationship to his 
contemporaries and affinities seems even a richer and greater artist 

than in the terms of the firm understanding Americans have had 

of him in contradistinction to a lesser knowledge of his fellows. We 
have been accustomed to see in his devotion to color as the sole mo- 
tive as well as leitmotif of painting the bridge from Rubens and 
Watteau into the nineteenth century, in his early experiments with 
pure Impressionism that might well be termed Proto-Impressionism 
and, in his scientific division of prismatic values, a herald of the 
tonal philosophies of Renoir and Seurat. And truly in such jewel- 
like canvases as Jewess of Algiers (lent by the Musée de Rouen) 

and the scintillating Combat between the Gatour and the Pasha (lent 
by Mr. and Mrs. Potter Palmer) there is the first cobrdinated effort 

to dominate a picture in terms of color from which Renoir carried 
on so successfully that already in his early career he was able to 
give Delacroix’s formula a fluency which the great Romantic never 
attained. 

Beyond this there are such hints of Delacroix’s greatness as the 
wonderfully composed Disciples at Emmaus (lent by Mrs. W. B. 
Dickerman) which sparkles with hidden undertones and recalls the 
economically powerful suggestion of great Rubens oil sketches; and 
the simple dignity of the Basket of Flowers (lent by Mr. Albert 
Gallatin) in which the composition is purely in terms of blocks of 
color as subtly and surely divided and arranged as in later Monets 
and yet later Braques—and which, moreover, occupies the impor- 
tant place of being one of the first /’art pour l’art still-lifes. If | neg- 
lect Delacroix, it is because he can speak for himself to a degree of 
eloquence unmatched by his companions here. As the great individ- 
ualist for whom his contemporaries made the path, as the master 
who gave back to painting the concept of individualism, as the 
autobiographer whose words have been the touchstone for the revo- 
lutionary artist ever since, as the painter for whom the expression 
of the characteristic in the artist was the essential, Delacroix was at 
once prophesied and eulogized by Goethe when he said: “Das 
Vollkommen Charakteristische nur verdient schon genannt zu wer- 

den, ohne Charakter giebt es keine Schénbheit.” 

Nov 
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COMING AUCTIONS 

Hack et al. Collections of Fine Paintings 

J ALABLUE paintings, including four portraits by Gilbert 
Stuart, from the collections of the late Harold W. Hack, Ethel 

May Goodridge, George E. Chisholm, and from other owners, will 

be placed on exhibition November 26 at the Parke-Bernet Galleries, 
Inc., prior to public sale on the evening of December 2 

[he portraits by Gilbert Stuart are of outstanding interest. One 
is the magnificent Portrait of Captain Frederick Philipse, in which 
the three-quarter length figure wearing a tie-wig, blue coat, frilled 
white jabot and buff waistcoat and breeches stands before a land- 
scape background. The important Portrait of Mrs. William Le 
Conte, shows her wearing a lack lace gown with lace-edged white 

fichu and a draped white headdress and seated in a crimson armchaltr. 

lhe Portrait of Richard Yates, painted by Stuart after his return to 
New York in 1793, 1s another noteworthy example of his style. 

lhe collection also includes an important group of primitives. 

HACK ET AL. SALE: PARKE-BERNET GALLERIES 

STUART'S “PORTRAIT OF CAPTAIN FREDERICK PHILIPSE” 

Among these is be Crucifixion and the Resurrection, a beautiful 
diptych of the Westphalian School, circa 1500; a triptych by Bar- 
tholomew Bruyn the Younger with a center panel depicting The 

Crucifixion and the side panels Adam and Eve and Saint Anne, with 
the kneeling donor, his wife and children below. There are also 

important paintings by Mainardi, Giambono and Pacchiarotto. 
A group of paintings of the eighteenth century British School 

contains Gainsborough’sLandscape with Figures and Cattle and his 
Portrait of Mrs. Anne Gisborne, which depicts a young woman with 
dark hair dressed with a small white ostrich feather, wearing a pale 
turquoise green gown. There is also Reynold’s Portrait of the Artist 
in Spectacles; and Romney’s portrait of Miss Hollingsworth and of 
Lady Hamilton as Supplication. 

Notable among the French paintings is Greuze’s beautiful Portrait 
of a Girl, which has the light, fresh color tones of his best work. 
Painters of the Barbizon School whose canvases appear include 
Jules Dupré, L’Hermitte and Jacque. 

Goodridge et al. American Tankards e? Silver 
INETEEN catalogue lots of American silver, including five 
early American tankards, property of the estate of the late 

Ethel May Goodridge and of Mrs. Elizabeth Logue, Miss Florence 
Randolph and two other private collectors, will be dispersed at 
public sale at the Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., on the afternoon of 
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; EXECUTORS’ PUBLIC AUCTION 

| Valuable Oil Paintings 
[ From the Estates of the Late 

| OGDEN D. WILKINSON 

and HELEN L. BIRCH | 

With Additions From 

A Philadelphia Private Collector 

and a Collector in Baltimore, Md. 

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 

DECEMBER Ist and 2nd, 1938 . 

AT 2 P.M. EACH DAY l 

Including 

Eighteenth Century Portraits, Decorative Landscapes 

by Eminent American Artists, Genre and Sporting 

Subjects. 

Illustrated Catalogue mailed upon request 

From Monday, November 28th, until the day of sale. 

At the Art Galleries of 

Samuel IT. Freeman & Co 
Auctioneers 

| 

| 
EXHIBITION 
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TO DECEMBER 6TH 

ekdays 10 A.M. to 6 P.M 

61 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 

AMERICAN AGENTS FOR MESSRS. D. KATZ, DIEREN, HOLLAND 
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GOODRIDGE ET AL. SALE: PARKE-BERNET GALLERIES 

\N IMPORTANT TANKARD BY SAMUEL VERNON OF NEWPORI 

December 3, following exhibition from November 20. 

Outstanding in the sale are the five important early American 
tankards. One of these was made by the eminent New York Dutch 
silversmith Bartholomew Schaats, 1070-1758. The hinged flat lid 

is mounted with a silver coin of King Louis XV, dated 1728, and the 

front of the slightly tapered cylindrical body is engraved with the 
arms of Nathaniel Marston. The silver tankard by the Boston sil- 
versmith Andrew Tyler, 1692,1741, bears the arms of Harvard on 

the lid. The tankard by James Coddington of Newport, R. 1., 1690- 
1743, Was made for Colonel Joseph Whipple, and has descended 
through the Whipple and Fenner families. A last tankard is a rare 
flat-top example, made by Daniel Voorhis, who worked in Phila- 
delphia between 1782-87. 

Other notable silver in the sale includes an important porringer 
by John Edwards, of Boston; and a rare silver pear-shape mug ot 
circa 1730, stamped with the mark of the maker, W. Cowell. 

Lansburgh Collection of Fine Furniture 
NGLISH seventeenth and eighteenth century furniture, consti- 
tuting the most important small collection of the kind to be 

offered at public sale within the past five years, the property of 
Howard L. Lansburgh, removed from his apartment at 784 Park 
Avenue, New York, combined with property from another private 
collection, sold by order of Samuel Rudner, attorney, will be 
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auctioned at the Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., on the afternoon of 

December 3, following exhibition from November 20. 

lhe furniture, which represents fine cabinetwork from the reign of 
William and Mary to that of George III, is given added distinction 

by a splendid group of Queen Anne chairs of the years 1700-1715 
lhe full perfection of early eighteenth century design is illustrated 

by a pair of superb Queen Anne side chairs executed in burl walnut 
veneer and having open Hogarthian backs with fiddle-scrolled up- 
rights and seats covered in beautiful old petit point of the period 

Other notable chairs from the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 

turies appear. A handsome walnut love seat of the reign of William 

and Mary is covered in beautiful contemporary tapestry. 
lables also display a rich variety of design. A Queen Anne burl 

walnut card table, made circa 1715-20, has a rare fluted shell collar 

about the knees. A George Il mahogany table with beautifully 
scrolled piecrust edge and cyma-curved tripod notable for its hand- 
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HART SALE: AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION-ANDERSON GALLERIES 

\ RARE FEREGHAN RUG WITH THE “SHAH ABBAS” DESIGN 

some carving, represents the finest type of pre-Chippendale work- 
manship. A pair of important Georgian mahogany serving tables 
has beautifully carved Bacchic masks upon the dies. 

Other distinguished eighteenth century pieces include a Sheraton 
inlaid mahogany swell-front sideboard with an exceptionally fine 
golden patina; a Sheraton inlaid mahogany break-front cabinet 
bookcase of unusually small and desirable size; and a Queen Anne 
inlaid chest-on-chest, veneered with beautifully figured root walnut. 

Mirrors are especially well represented with an important selec- 
tion of early, rare mirrors that have beveled glass borders. 

Hart Oriental Rugs, Tapestries, Furniture 
RIENTAL rugs from the collection of Charles Calmer Hart, 
former United States Minister to Persia, will go on exhibition 

at the American Art Association-Anderson Galleries, on November 
20 together with English, Continental, and American furniture, 
tapestries, textiles, and decorations, property of Mrs. J. Ogden 

C. T. LOO & CO. 

CHINESE ANTIQUES 

41 EAST 57th STREET (Fuller Bldg.) NEW YORK 

Shanghai 48 Rue de Courcelles, Paris Peiping 

WATER COLORS AND DRAWINGS BY 

CONSTANTIN GUYS 
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CARROLL CARSTAIRS 
11 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 
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THANNHAUSER 

GALLERIES 

PARIS 
NOW ONLY 

Please note address: 35 RUE MIROMESNIL (Corner Rue la Boetie) 

MARIE HARRIMAN GALLERY 

TWO NEW DERAINS 
Through December 3 

61-63 EAST 57th STREET NEW YORK 

VALENTINE GALLERY 
16 EAST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 

MARIANO ANDREU 
NOV. 28 TO DEC. 16 

CHAO MING CHEN 
Chinese Antiques 

Established - a United States 
n 

339-341 East 29th St. 
BALTIMORE, MD. 

BELLINI 
Paintings & Works of Art 
LUNGARNO SODERINI 3 
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_ RE. 
AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION 
ANDERSON GALLERIES ¢ INC 

30 E. 57th Street * PLaza 3-1269 

Exhibition from December 3 

CHINENE & JAPANESE 

Pollery + Porcelains 

Bronzes + jewelry 

Objects of Art 
todether with 

CHINESE RUGS 

From the Collection of the late 

SAMUEL COLMAN, N. A. 
Sold by Order of 

MRS SAMUEL COLMAN 

From the Collection of 

| PRINCESS E. ZALSTEM-ZALESSKY 

From the Collection of 
" " ‘ a | a] 

4 EMIL FISCHER 
Formerly contained in his 

residence in 

TIENTSIN, NORTH CHINA 

With other properties sold by order 

of the various owners 

PUBLIC SALE BY AUCTION 
December 9& 10, al2p.m. | 

Sales conducted by | 

A. N. Bade & E. H. L. Thompson 

Scott & Fowles 
DEALERS IN 

Paintings 

Drawings 

Bronzes 

745 Fifth Avenue 

NEW YORK CITY 

NEWHOUSE 
GALLERIES 

INC 

PAINTINGS 

5 East 57th Street 

New York 

Z> rh ae 

WILKINSON-BIRCH ET AL. SALE: 

“HILI 

FREEMAN GALLERIES, PHILADELPHIA 

FOP ROAD” PAINTED BY CHAUNCEY F. RYDER. N. A 

\rmour of Chicago, Ill, Mrs. Harold C 

City, and other owners, to be sold by their order Friday and Satur- | 

day afternoons. December 2 and 3 3 
[he selection of rugs from Mr. Hart's collection, formed in its 

entirety in Persia by this acknowledged connoisseur, contains many 

beautiful weaves. Particularly worthy of mention are an antique 
Sehna rug, finely woven in a small Herati pattern; a Mahal Fere- 
ghan example almost entirely covered with a latticework connecting 
large palmettes; a Fereghan rug having a dark blue field with the 

“Shah Abbas” design in brilliant colors: and a Bijar rug with 

Kirman design on a silk warp. Also of interest are a Tabriz garden 
rug, and a pair of Sarouk animal rugs. 

Mathews of New York | | 

Seventeenth and eighteenth century Flemish and Brussels tapes- | 
tries in the collection include several interesting examples, notably 

a Flemish, verdure silk and wool tapestry, circa 1700, showing a 
castellated landscape with beech trees and birds in the foreground. 
\lso present is an important Paris pre-Gobelins tapestry of the 
seventeenth century depicting Phoebus Apollo and Cupid, the 
cartoon from the atelier of Simon Vouet. Of note in the fine group ol 

French and Persian textiles of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 

turies is a rare ciselé gold and crimson velvet panel (Persian, early 
seventeenth century), also a number of gold-, silver-, and silk-em- | 
broidered silk and velvet examples. 

A wide variety of mahogany and walnut pieces is present in the 
English, Continental, and American furniture and decorations in 
the collection. Among the many attractive pieces are an English 
eighteenth century Heppelwhite mahogany and needlepoint settee; 
a Queen Anne mahogany bonnet-top highboy, New England, circa 
1750, bearing its original set of willow brass handles, and a pair of 
Adam painted satinwood console tables. 

Wilkinson-Birch et al. Valuable Paintings 

COLLECTION of valuable oil paintings from the estates of 
A the late Ogden D. Wilkinson and Helen L. Birch, together 

with additions from a Philadelphia and a Baltimore collector, will 
be dispersed at public auction at the galleries of Messrs. Samuel T. 
Freeman and Company of Philadelphia on December 1 and 2, fol- | 
lowing exhibition from November 28. 

Outstanding in a small seventeenth century group are Poussin’s 
Landscape with Castle, purchased at the Bonaparte sale of 1827, a 
Dutch Portrait of the Duchess of Lorraine, two handsome Pourbus 
portraits and two animal studies by Snyders and Hoendecoeter re- 

spectively. Attention also centers upon the Largilliere Portrait of 
a Nobleman in Armor, a delightful Rigaud, La Toilette, formerly 
in the collection of Louis-Philippe, three portraits by Sir Peter Lely 
and Alan Ramsay’s Portrait of a Man in Brown Coat. 

Canvases by the great protagonists of English landscape painting 
range from Richard Wilson through Morland, Crome, Constable 
and Bonington. England's sporting painters are also included with 

Herring, Ferneley and Sartorius, the latter represented by several 
portraits of famous race horses. A large American group includes 
the principal landscapists of the Hudson River School, a Raphael 
Peale Still-Life, several Sully portraits and canvases by the con- 
temporaries Ryder, Lawson and Bellows. 

THE ART NEWS 

THE 

SPANISH ART 

GALLERY, Ltd. 

GOTHIC AND 

RENAISSANCE 

TAPESTRIES 

TEXTILES 

FURNITURE 

TOMAS HARRIS, 
Ltd. 

PAINTINGS 

AND DRAWINGS 

BY OLD MASTERS 

6, CHESTERFIELD 
GARDENS 

Curzon Street, London,W.1 

Cables: Barmaster, London 

x 

KesreRRemtes 
PIERO TOZZI 

Antique Paintings 

Objects of Art 

oa 

32 EAST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 

99 Via Mannelli Flovence, Italy 

LSS SIS LASS 

JULIUS LOWY 
[INC.] 

High Grade 

Picture Frames 

Antiques & Reproductions 

RESTORING—REGILDING 

RELINING 

730 Fifth Avenue, New York 

DIKRAN G. KELEKIAN 
EGYPTIAN 

GREEK & 
NEAR EASTERN 

ART 

598 MADISON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

CAIRO 

Nov 



sobs a 

November 26, 1938 

BALAY & CARRE 
(Roland Balay & Louis Carré) 

Modern French Paintings 

African Art 

10 AVENUE DE MESSINE 
PARIS 

PAUL 

REINHARDT 
G@AULCUCERIG S 

730 Fifth Ave., New York 

SCHULTHEIS 
GALLERIES 

PAINTINGS 
PRINTS - FRAMES 
15 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK 

Oo 8 &§& @ BS 

PITTMAN 
WALKE GALLERIES 

108 E. 57 St., N.Y. 

BUTLER GALLERIES 
Flower ©& Miniature Paintings 

by Mrs. JoSsEPH LAROCQUE 

D. B. BUTLER & CO., Inc. 
126 East 57th St., East of Park Ave. 
Telephone PLaza 3-0624 New York 

D'ATRI 
Old and Modern Paintings 

23, RUE LA BOETIE, PARIS 

LIVING ART 
AND MODERN 

J. B. NEUMANN 

OLD 

|——543 Madison Avenue, New York—— 
Seomeeo—mes oO ee ee ee 

FRENCH ART 
GALLERIES, Inc. 
MODERN FRENCH 

PAINTINGS 

51 EAST 57TH ST., NEW YORK 
ee 5 ee ee ee 

ET 

PRAAIIAIA AAI AS merica’s first 
All-American Art Gallery ... devoted 
since 1892 solely to the work of native 
artists of note and promise. A unique 
service to collectors, whose inquiries 

are invited. 

MACBETH GALLERY 
ll E. 57th St.. New York 

‘Ferargil Galleries 

Frederic Newlin Price} 

63 East 57 St... New York 

EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK 

GALLERY EXHIBITION DURATION 

A.CA., 52 W. 8 American Artists Congress: Paintings, Nov. 29-Dec. 10 

Ackermann, 50 E. 57 Peter Scott: Paintings, to Dec. 3 
American Academy, 633 W. 155 

American Art Ass'n, 30 E. 57 
American Fine Arts 

American Place 

Platt Memorial Shou 7 to April 30 

Viinassian ( ‘ollection, to Dec I! 

215 W. 57 4 ... Slovak Art, to Nov. 30 
509 Madison Marin: Paintings, to Dec. 27 

Arden, 460 Park W. Gregory; Jo Davidson: Sculpture, to Dec. 3 
Argent, 42 W. 57 Ek. M. Wav; R. Beaman: Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 10 

Arista, 30 Lexington Group Show: Paintings, to Nov. 30 

Art Students League, 215 W. 5; Wang Yin-Pao: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

Artists 33 W.8 Steig Giitersloh Paintings, to Dec 4 

Babcock, 38 E. 98 Contemporary Americans: Paintings, to Nov. 30 

Barbizon-Plaza, W. 58 Von Kager: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

Bignou, 32 E. 57 Renoir; Dufy: Paintings, to Dec. 20 
Bonestell, 196 | 57 Olga Fisch: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

Boyer, 69 E. 57 Group Show: Contemporary Paintings, to Dec. 14 
Brooklyn Museum Contemporary American Sculpture, to Dec. 11 

Buchholz, 32 E. 57 Barlach: Sculpture, Drawings, Nov. 29-Dec. 20 
Butler, 120 E. 57 Larocque: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

Carstairs, 11 E. 57 Constantin Guys: Watercolors, to Dec. 3 
Contemporary Arts, 38 W. 57 Guy Maccoy: Color Prints, to Dec. 3 

Werner Koepf: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

Decorators Club, 745 Fifth. Fred Buchholtz: Paintings, to Dec. 7 
Delphic, 44 W. 56..... N.Y. Society of Craftsmen: Paintings, to Dec. 

Downtown, 113 W. 1 a ..Louis Guglielmi: Paintings to Dec. 
Durand-Ruel, 12 E. 57 Vonet; Pissaro; Sisley: Paintings, 
Durlacher, 11 E. 57 

Eighth St. Playhouse, 
Federal Art, 225 W. 57 

Old Master Drawings, to Dec. 1 
Bernhard Berntsen: Paintings, 

Posters, 

52 W.8 to Dec. 

3 

3 

to Dec. 3 

) 

3 

to Dec. 11 

Ferargil, 63 E. 57... Benson; Gramatky: Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 11 
Buell Mullen: Paintings, to Dec. 4 

Fifteen, 37 W. 57 ]. Paddock: Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 10 
French Art, 51 E. 57 ee .Modern French Art, 

Grand Central, 15 Vanderbilt ..Gordon Grant: 

to Jan. 1 
Paintings, Dec. 1-17 

Hovsep Pushman: Paintings, to Dec. 3 
Grand Central, 1 E. 51 Andrew Winter: Paintings, Nov. 30-Dec. 10 
Grant, 175 Macdougal .Virginia Snedeker: Paintings, to Dec. 5 
Harriman, 63 E. 57.. .....Derain: Paintings, to Dec. 3 
Kennedy, 785 Fifth Jobn Taylor Arms: Prints, to Dec. 26 
Keppel, 1 - rk te vase nin os ee Early Engravings, to Dec. 3 
ON ya oy .Ann Brockman: Watercolors, to Nov. 30 
Knoedler, a" ye : ..Gros; 

Kraushaar, 730 F ifth. 

Géricault; Delacroix: Paintings, 

; aaaran Péne du Bois: 
to Dec. to 

Paintings, to Dec.1o 

John Levy, 1 Fs Laurence Biddle: Paintings, to Dec. 10 
Julien Levy, 15 E. 57 ....Lednicka: Paintings, Nov. 29-Dec. 13 
Macbeth, 11 E. 57 Horace Day: Paintings, Nov. 29-Dec. 19 

Young Americans; Paintings, Sculpture, Nov. 28-Dec. 10 
Peer rene Henri Matisse: Paintings, Drawings, to Dec. 10 

Rembrandt: Etchings, to Dec. 3 
Group Show: Paintings, to Dec. 18 

Harold Anton: Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 11 
..[talian Baroque Prints, to Nov. 30 

Macy, Herald Sq 
Matisse, 51 E. 57 
Mayer, 4! E. 57. 

Master ows 
Mercury, 4 E. 

Metropolitan Recnee of Art 

310 Riverside 

New England Architecture: Photographs, to Dec. 5 
matarown, GOS MAGIBON. . 5.5. isc kcecceeea Sepeshy: Paintings, to Dec. 10 
Milch, 108 W. 57 American Artists: Paintings, to Dec. 17 
Montross, 785 Fifth. . ..Francis Newton: Paintings, to Dec. 3 
Morgan, 37 W. 57 Joseph Paul Vorst: Paintings, to Dec. 10 
Morton, 130 W. 57 ..Louise Humphrey: Paintings, to Dec. 4 
Municipal, 3: E. 67........ ...N. Y. Artists: Paintings, Sculpture, to Dec. 4 
Museum of the City of New York .. History of Bowling Green, to Dec. 1 
Newhouse, 5 E. 

New School, 00 W . 

Nierendorf, 18 E. 5 
N. Y. 

ee Angna Enters: Paintings, to Dec. 10 

Julio de la Fuente: Mexican Photographs, to Dec. 3 
seaweed Karl Hofer: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

Fifth at 42nd. .Artists of Aloofness: Prints, to Dec. 31 Public | eases 
Parish-Watson, 44 E. 57...... Wm. Randolph Hearst Collection, to Jan. 1 
Pranennt, 100 Eee Boos soe. kscaweewnns José de Creeft: Sculpture, to Dec. 15 
Pers, 33. E.. SB 056 sacs .Modern French Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 31 
Raymond & Raymond, 40 E. 52...... Henrietta King: Paintings, 

Rehn, 683 Fifth... Reginald Marsh: Paintings, 
Reinhardt, 730 Fifth. .14t b- 17th Century Italian Paintings, Nov 

Riverside, 310 Riverside ..Buffalo Artists: Paintings, 

Russell Sage, 130 3 22 Settlement Art Teachers: Paintings, 
Sandfort, 155 E. PPE eR eT Bernard Lamotte: Paintings, to Nov. 30 
Schaeffer, 61 E. Pia Si ..Ptero di Cosimo: Paintings, to Dec. 6 
Schneider-Gz bela, 71 E.57......English Landscapes and Portraits, to Dec. 3 
Jacques Seligmann, 3 E. 51 ...Juan Gris: Paintings, to Dec. 10 
Shindell, 45 W. 57...:... .Chinese Objects, to Nov. 30 

Spalding, 518 Fifth... Sporting Prints, to Dec. 10 
Sterner, 9 E. 57.. is fe Freling thuysen: Sculpture, to Dec. 3 
Studio Guild, 730 F ifth. .......Group Show: Paintings, to Dec. 10 
Sullivan, 400 Park...... .André Girard Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 17 
Tonying, 5 E. 57... Contemporary Chinese Paintings, to Dec. 25 
Cee 16 WoeSis ss coces ... Dexter Best: Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 10 

Marian Harris: Paintings, to Dec. 10 

Paintings, to Dec. 8 Irving Lehman 

7 COR: Pee Mariano , Andreu: Paintings, Nov. 28-Dec. 16 
330 W. 57... Group Show: Paintings; Sculpture, Nov. 28-Dec. 12 

..Hobson Pittman: Paintings, to Dec. 3 

... Everett Spruce: Paintings, to Dec. 3 
eebaseemewes Prints, Drawings, Sculpture, to Dec. 1 

Annual Show: Paintings, Sculpture, to Dec. 11 
..David-Weill Collection: Drawings, to Dec. 17 

to Dec. 25 

to Dec. to 

28-Dec. 3 

to Dec. 18 

to Nov. 30 

Uptown, 240 West End 

Valentine, 
Vendome, 
Walker, 108 E. 57...... 
H. D. Walker, 38 E. 57 
Weyhe, 794 Lexington 
Whitney, 10 W.8..... 
Wildenstein, 19 E. 64 

CONSTANT ¢ BURLIUK e FOSHKO 

ARCHIPENKO ° CRAWFORD 

GRAHAM e GASPARO « CH. GROSS 

W. GREGORY . EILSHEMIUS 

HOGUE * McCRADY e« MARIL 

NOGUCHI « ROSENFELD e SOYER 

H. WESTON and others 

BOYER ee vor NEW YORK 

VENDOME GALLERIES 
339 West 57th Street, New York 

PRESENT 

HELEN TOMPKINS, Painter 
LEO AMINO, Sculptor 

B. SOLOTAREFF, Painter 
From Nov. 28 to Dec. 12 

TO BE FOLLOWED BY XMAS SALE 
EXHIBIT 

THE WHYTE GALLERY 
M. DONALD WHYTE, DIRECTOR 

1707 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON 

OPENING EXHIBITION 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
FRENCH MASTERS 

THRU DECEMBER 

eres —Polatings 

SPRUCE 
To Dec. 3 

_ HUDSON D.WALKER GALLERY 
38 E. 57 ST., 4th Floor, N. Y. 

*THE 

| FIFTEEN GALLERY | 
37 West 57th St., New York | 

TEN NEW 
PORTRAIT SKETCHES by | 

J. PADDOCK (| 
“aa NOVEMBER 28 — DECEMBER 10 

OIL PAINTINGS 
A. DEXTER NOV. 28 DEC. 10 

BEST 
TRICKER GALLERIES 
19 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 

MERCURY 
GALLERIES 
4 EAST EIGHTH STREET, N. +H 

NOV. 28-DEC. 

KINEPLASTICS 
ANTON 

LAURENCE BIDDLE 
PAINTINGS 

Through December 10th 

JOHN LEVY GALLERIES 
ONE EAST 57TH ST., NEW YORK 

DOWNTOWN 
O. LOUIS GUGLIELMI 

First one-man show 

Paintings in oil and gouache 

113 WEST 13th St—NEW YORK AYITIVI 
KROLL e¢ BRUCE e¢ STERNE 
SPEIGHT e ETNIER e LAUFMAN 

SHEETS @« L. BLANCH e WHORF 

PHILIPP «© SIMKHOVITCH & others. 

GALLtER LES 
108 West 57 St., N. Y. MILC 



NEW YORK 

Old Masters 

Specialists in 

Established 1869 

MORTIMER BRANDT 
22 EAST 56th STREET 

Dutch 17th Century 

ASSOCIATED WITH 

W. E. DUITS 
6, Duke Street, St. James's 

LONDON, S.W.1. 

JACOB HIRSCH 
ANTIQUITIES & NUMISMATICS, INC. 

30 WEST 54 STREET, NEW YORK 

EGYPTIAN-GREEK-ROMAN 

MEDIAEVAL-RENAISSANCE 

NN 

WORKS of ART 

PAINTINGS 

HIRSCH & CIE., PARIS 

11 RUE ROYALE 

DECORATIVE OBJECT OF THE WEEK 

LOEWI 

THE 

L. Atavoine & Go. 
Interior Decorations 

ART NEWS 

Period Rooms 

Old Furniture 

Early Textiles 

Furniture, Tapestries 

Objets dart 
Antique Rugs 

aati 712 FIFTH AVENUE 

New York 

42 AVENUE KLEBER 

Paris 

PALAZZO NANI 

VENICE, ITALY 
San Trovaso 960 

TONYING 
| & COMPANY, Inc. 

CHINESE 
ANTIQUES 

5 East 57th Street 
NEW YORK 

SHANGHAI PEIPING 

COURTESY OF YAMANAKA AND COMPANY 

ST he Japanese artist of the seventeenth century had no greater op- 
portunity for painting than in the six fold screens used as furnishings 

in houses. Large quantities were made for the palace of Momoyama, 
which surpassed all previous buildings in the early part of the century 
in size and elaboration. Most of the leading painters were artists of 

the Kano School and this screen is an example of their Chinese-influ- 
enced calligraphic line. Genre subjects in bright coloring character- 
ized this work, and landscape screens were also common. In this one 

a hunting scene is depicted. The Kano artists maintained their popu- 

PAINTINGS 
AND 

SCULPTURE 
BY 

OLD MASTERS 

Kunsthaus 

MALMEDE 
COLOGNE/Rh. 

33 Sachsenhausen 

larity during the entire century, but the early sweeping line of the 
brush-stroke degenerated into dull brush-work which was formalized 
and derivative. Here the decorative pattern offered by the groups of 

trees and shrubbery is highly detailed, and the delicate little figures 

of the hunters and their horses are exquisitely and imaginatively de- 
lineated. There is a freedom and informality in this type of painting 
which later work lacked entirely. The screen is sixty-eight inches in 

height and nearly seventy-two inches wide. The two central panels 
are twenty-three inches wide, an inch narrower than the other panels. 

‘PARISH- 

WATSON’ & EVANS 
LIMITED & Co., Inc. | 

|| The Finest 

WORKS i Old English 

| and Continental 
OF ART Porcelain & Pottery 

|| || 3 KING ST,, ST. JAMES'S | 
44 East 57th Street | LONDON, S.W.1 

New York } Cables: ‘‘Talofa, Piccy, London” 

— a 

Printed by WNU . New York 



WILDENSTEIN & COMPANY 
INC 

Private Showing of 

FRENCH XVIII CENTURY 

DRAWINGS, PASTELS & WATERCOLORS 

from the 

DAVID-WEILL COLLECTION 

Through December 17th 

19 EAST 64th STREET, NEW YORK 

147 New Bond Street, London, W.1 

DUVEEN BROTHERS 

PAINTINGS 

TAPESTRIES 

PORCELAINS 

OBJETS d’ART 

NEW YORK 



THE COLLECTION 
OF THE LATE 

J. HORACE HARDING 
One of America’s foremost collections 

of Paintings, Tapestries, Rugs and 

Furniture, now being sold by order 

of the Legatees. 

Oil on Canvas 

Gilt Frame 

Height, 42 inches 

Width, 33 inches 

Portrait of 

Victor Guye 

by 

FRANCESCO JOSE 
DE GOYA 

On View Through December 

By Appointment Only At 

654 MADISON AVENUE, at 60th Street, NEW YORK 

Telephone REgent 7-2829 

| 


